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p.M. - responsible ?
by Tim Carey
At the very end of last year two quite similar resolutions were passed by Student Government and the Faculty meeting, both urging the Investment Committee
of the Board of Trustees to vote Colby 's 4, 000 shares of GM stock against the
management on the three "Campaign GM" stock proxies.
• The proxies dealt with the issue of a giant corporation ' s responsibility to the
public and with the extent of democracy within the corporation. The first proxy
would have allowed , for the first time, stockholders (the actual owners of the
.corporation) to nominate candidates for the board of directors . The second proxy
would have allowed GM workers , dealers , and owners each to elect a member
to the board of directors , subject to stockholder ratification. The third proxy
would have required GM to publish hard statistics on its minority hiring and
pollution control practices in its annual report , a publication famed for its slick
format and lack of content.
The Investment Committee , meeting last May , consider ed the student-facvilty
proposal , and, after what has been described as a discussion lasting "several
hours , " voted to cast Colby ' s 4, 000 shares of GM stock with the management.
The rationale behind this judgment was put forth in a letter from Mr , Gordon
Jones , chairman of the Investment Committee , to President Stridor. The letter
explained that the Investment Committee ' s decision was not a policy decision
against all socially oriented stock proxies , but rather was against each proposal
on its individual merits and faults .
The letter detailed tho reasons for the rejection of the proposals , such as tho
great expense needed to implement them ( a charge emphatically denied by the
Project on Corporate Responsibility, the author of the proposals), and stated
that the Investment Committee though t that the GM board of directors was already
sufficiently representative 'of all segments of society and responsive to social
pressures. The letter tooknoteof , but did not comment upon , the fact that the
proposal had gained the support of the two major segments of the college community; students and faculty.
The staffers of the Project on Corporate Responsibility in Washington were, to
to say the least , surprised at the Investment Committee ' s reasoning. The three
; "Campaign GM" proxy proposals had been tailored to provide a constructive
point of view and a maximum of broad-based support. Further , they "found it
incredible ... that he (Gordon Jones) is able to dismiss tho support of the student government and faculty in a short paragraph. "
I
Student Government and the Faculty also passed a second proposal , requesting
, the Investment Committee to set up or designate some kind of student-faculty adi visory committee to inform it of the wishes of the college community when future
I sociall y oriented stock proxies arise, The Investment Committee at present is
I a totally autonomous body , responsible only to the full Board of Trustees. This
I proposal was not acted on at the May meeting of the committee , and has not
I been heard from since, con 'l on vg, 2
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by Susan Francis
The job of providing satisfactory housing for students on campus
is a task facing the Deans at the beginning of each academic semester
The job , deceptively simple in appearance , involves such complications as estimating the attrition rate , determining the amount of
students allowed off-campus , and filling to the maximum extra-space
in dormitories and Fraternity houses. Last year , particularly,
acute problems occurred in housing Freshmen women in Foss.
Overcrowding resulted that was not completely alleviated until
second semester. Another problem last year was the extra space
in Fraternities. Fraternities , which by conservative estimate
should house 237 men , were housing only 189 men. To help resolve
these two problems the Deans: 1) tried to ensure that there would
be no over-acceptance of Freshman this year (there was an overenrollment of 30 last year); 2) put transfers in Fraternity houses
to utilize the empty beds.
On the situation this year , Dean Downing said , "At the beginning
of the year there is overcrowding to protect the college, because
empty beds represent s deficit. " This year , among Freshman
women , there is slight overcrowding, but nothing along the scale of
last year. Dean Downing commented that there are six empty beds
on campus. As soon as these are filled , the overcrowding will be
eliminated. When asked how Colby 's housing facilities measure up
to the National average , Downing said , "As far as I can tell in reports of national standards , Colby is up to the standards except foi
a maximum of six beds.." She also stated that Colby allows for more
space per student than the University of Maine. Of course , a more
meaningful comparison would bo with schools in the same tuition
bracket as Colby. Denn Downing is in the process of investigating
how Colby compares in housing with such schools as Middlebury.
The Deans decide upon an optimum number of students allowed
off-campus by first filling tho dorms to their maximu m capneity
withou t overcrowding. This year 109 men and 40 women wore allowed off-oampus. If there is extensive withdrawal of students on
campus , the Deans retain the righ t to call back students living offoampus. So far , there have been no withdrawals. Dean Smith said
that withdrawals are usually expected to occu r around the first hour
exams and finals. Denn Downing stated , "The administration envisions eventually having everyone on campus. This would involve
building more dormitories. " Dean Downing sees no need for now
dorms until the college decides to go completely residential. SKo
feels this change will be "not in the very immediate fu ture. " If
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When interviewed last week, Vice-President Ralph S. Williams , secretary
of the Investment Committee, said that he had nothing new to say on behalf of the
Investment Committee, preferring to rely on the letter from Gordon Jones to
President Strider . Unofficially, however, Mr. Williams did make several comments which cast considerable light on the workings of the Investment Committee.
He pointed out that the committee is instructed in the bylaws of the college to gain
the maximum possible investment return from the college 's endowment funds . T
Thus, when faced with a choice that might make a corporation financially worse
off b ut so cially mor e beneficial , the committee would seem to be bound, at least
in the strict interpretation of its function , to vote against such a proposal.
The situation would seem to be complicated, however, when the students and
faculty of the college, those for whom the institution is presumably run, have
quite clearly expressed their wishes in favor of the socially good proposal . But
the committee apparently did not consider this a deciding factor.
With the exception of Vice-President Williams and Mr. Arthur Seepe, the
college Tr easur er, the members of the Investment Committee are all prominent
businessmen and on the boards of one or more corporations. Those prone to
Marxist, slightly conspiratorial turns of mind might claim that the actions of the
Investment Committee merely represented one group of capitalist Big Businessmen , protecting the interests of some of their brothers. Such an explanation is
convenient because it can neither be proved nor disproved. A charge which carries
somewhat more weight, however, is that the Investment Committee has shown
a great degree of insularity from the affairs of the college. Those who deal
with finances and statistics in their business lives too often tend to extend that r
statistical corporate consciousness to other areas, such as the very hu man area's
of socie ty 's urgent needs.
Colby did , however, please the Project on Corporate Responsibility researchers
in at least one respect: after examining the college 's investment'portfolio they
found relatively few conflicts of interest between investments and the Board of
Trustees, stating that, "an initial inspection leads me to believe Colby is very
clean investment-wise compared to tie majority of schools we 've been working
with (some of which have up to half their investment portfolio sunk into companies
on which their trustees sit as directors)". When questioned concerning the conflicts
that do exist, such as that of Curtis Hutchins, a member of the Investment Committee and a director of both Merrill Trust and Scott Paper, in which the college
owns shares, Vice President Williams replied , "We are very careful here...
If we own stock in a corporation where any member of the committee is a director, that member leaves the room when that stock is discussed, by S. E. C. regulations. "
As the above article indicates, the problems of how to go about reforming the
present neolithic state of the American Corporation 's social consciousness is an
extremely thorny one. The main thrust of campaigns thus far has been a "reform
from within " movement, utilizing stock proxies such as "Campaign GM. " Such
proposals are based upon the liberal notion that if you just talk to someone long
enough, they will eventually be struck with the essential goodness of your view.
The success of this strategy to date is best indicated by noting that the "Campaign
GM" stock proxies received 2. 3% of the total vote at the annual meeting of GM
stockholders last May.
The successes of the movement so far (such as putting a Black on the GM board
of directors), have been entirely dues to the publicity surrounding the proxies.
As one corporate responsibility leader noted , "When the press gets tired of us ,
our effectiveness will disappear . " The tangled interrelationships of corporate
America also make decisions and distinctions extremely difficult. Aerojet
General, for example, employs a great many Blacks in Watts , but they manufacture antipersonnel weapons. Does this make them "good, " or "bad" ? Likewise, it would be virtu ally impossible to compile an -investment portfolio not
tainted in some way by connections with South Africa.
Thus , the members of the corporate responsibility movement have been laying back for the past few months asking "Where do we go from here?" Present
indications seem to be that, by the kind of inexorable radicalizing process that
affects those in such movements, they are coming to realize that corporate
America is not going to reform itself. In the future, offensives will probably
center around legislative and judicial means of achieving these ends. The rerorms , if imposed from without, will necessarily be much more painful for the
corporations. Their last chance to do it themselves may, however , have already
Dasseci
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different types of housing such as efficiency apartments, married
student housing, or even married-faculty housing built.
A problem which has carried over from last year is extra space
in Fraternities. Last year the 50 vacancies in Fraternity houses
represented a financial deficit to the fraternities and wasted space
to the College. According to Dean Smith, "A lot of effort was expended
to try to breathe new life into the organization. " In some measure,
this effort was successful. At the beginning of the year , there were
only 22 vacancies. Also, ATO , which was on the verge of collapse
las t yea r , is now fu ll, However, the problem has not been resolved.
Dean Smith was faced with the necessity of putting transfer students
in Fraternities to avoid triple room situations and rooming Freshmen with Transfers. According to the Dean 's office , out of 29 male
Tr ansfer s , 12 were put in Fraternities (8 in DKE), 4 wer e allowed
off campus, and 13 were placed in dorms.
The DKE house received the most transfers, beca us e they had
the most vacancies. Out of those 8, according to Dean Smith , 6
have requested to be moved out. This change increases the Fraternity vacancies to 28 and places the DKE house far below its
capacity. Dean Smith commented that he "gave kids to the DKE
house as a favor , because they were below the break-even point. "
He feels that "if they don 't care enough to make the Transfer students happy, what can we do about it?" His main concern is to put
the Transfer where he will be more content.
A personality clash with Transfers has occurred in the DKE
house which has not appeared in the other fraternities. According
to one DKE, the Transfers left due to the late hours and noise, and
because the brothers were "coming home from John 's and raising
Hell. " The brothers said they felt no obligation to change their
mode of living out of considera tion for the Transfers. One brother
commented, "It is better for them (Transfers) that they leave.
Someone might get hurt. " One Transfer felt that '' something violent
might have happened" if he had not left. After an incident in which
he asked a DKE to be quieter, he was told , "I'll break you in half
if you don 't move out by tomorrow. " At that point, he felt it advisable to find another room immediately, Another DKE commented
to the student , "I won 't hurt you , just get out as soon as possible. "
The fact that placing a Transfer with a group of close-knit Fraternity brothers can be an inherently unsatisfactory situation, is
exemplified by what has happened in the DKE house. The basic
problem seems to have been that DKEs were unwilling to relinquish
their "rights. " As one transfer said , "If you 're living in DKE ,
you must do as the DKEs do. " The brothers do not seem concerned
that the vacancies could affect their financial situation and are confident that they will have a good pledge class •• Dean Smith would
rather see the Fraternities kept full but feels that the "initiative has
to come from the Fraternities. " He commented that perh aps Colby
"has one or more Fraternities in excess of the number of men
interested in them. "
Con 'tfrom

discouraged us by saying that Mt. Fuji is better seen
from a distance as the tons of bottles , cans and food
wrappers would destroy the beautiful image we had of
it. This sad state of affairs is common to most of
Japan ' s national parks and recreation areas. One posThe Colby Environmental Council held its first
sible explanation for this situation might be the indigeneral meeting of the year on Thursday , September
vidual' s lack of concern or the prevalent belief that the
23. The President, Joel Ossoff , outlined the purposes
responsibility to clean up the country ' s mess lies with
and structure of the Council for the 50 or 60 interested the government and industry. As the Industrial
Revolpersons present. Joel also discussed briefly the past
ution was not an indigenous phenomenon to Japan she
and presen t activities of the organization and urged the had no other choice but to import the basic
elements
new members to sign up for the various committees
that she felt she needed. The governmental policy of
at the end of the meeting. The officers who were elect- the late 19th century of importing Western technology
ed last spring will hold their offices through the end
without the accompanying ideology partially explains
of first semester: Frank Fiore, Vice-President; Scott
the almost total disregard for the environment when
Smith, Treasurer; AH Baird and Ellen Jones , Secreit came into conflict with industrialization. The univertaries. Information about the Council is best obtained
sal belief that nature would mend herself of her own
from either Joel Ossoff (Ext. 561) or Frank Flore (Ext. accord , a belief duo largely to Japan s bountiful supply
'
532).
of water, was true enough until Japan turned from ligh t
The next meeting of the C. E. . C. will be on Thura
industries such as textiles toward the heavier industries
day, October 7 , at 6:30 in LS 5. All interested per'
of steel and chemical production during the mid 1930' s.
sons are welcome.
In Japan, a small country to begin with , a mere
of the land is arable. Though she has relatively
17%
Think of Japan and you think of beau tifu l snow-capped
stabilized
hor population , over one half of hor 105
Mt. Fuji , cherry trees in blossom , lovely soa-side
million
people
is packed into the megalopolis that runs
resorts and gourmet menus of tempura , sukiyaki , rice
from
Tokyo
south
along Japan ' s eastern coast to the
and green tea. And now think of these cultural treasures
port
city
of
Kobe.
Not only is this the area of highest
preserved for posterity coated in smog and buried in
population
density
but
also that of tho major part of
litter. Tils latter Japan became our home for a year.
her
industrial
complex.
The picture that the U. S. mass media has been
What does the existence of this megalopolis mean in
presenting up until now has placed primary emphasis
terms
of the quality of life ? This indiscriminate growth
on Japan 's "Economic Miracle, " Ignoring tho dear
is
not
only
rapidly consuming tho surrounding agriculprice that she has had to pay for her material gains:
tural
areas
but it is also polluting the food produced
the sacrifice of her natural environment.
in
the
area.
One of the major crises in Japan righ t
Although we never climbed Mt. Fuji , whenever we
now is that of cadmium poisoning resulting from the
discussed the possibility with Japanese friends they
consumption of cadmium polluted rice, Tho chemical

plants flush their wastes into' the river; the polluted
water ' then finds its way Into the irrigation systems of
the rice paddies. When questioned on the subject of
air pollution, some leaders of big business maint ain
that large sums need not be spent to remedy this
problem for Nature herself regularly cleans the air
through rain. The fact of the matter, however, is that
the filth has been washed down to the rivers and soil.
How long will it take before the Japanese realize
that the very existence of their nation depends upon
the individual 's acceptance of the responsibility to
mend the situation rather than awaiting action by an
unenlightened government and industry ?
Judy Schwartz
Cliff Walker
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A moment , my friends ! The SST is not dend ^otj Here
in the U. S. the super- fast technological nightmare may
stay on the ground , no thanks to Mr. Nixon and company .
But the Concorde from Britain and France is very much
in the air: over Rome just last week. And the Soviet
TU - 44 will scream from Moscow to Calcutta quite
regularly, come November, (Calcutta: perhaps the
most crowded , polluted city in the realm of poverty on
Earth. Millions of people who can 't afford analysts what will they ever do ? Suffer. )
Wo will all suffer. The sky is not limitless. But the
ones who will really suffer are the thousands of little
people who live in the airpath s between London and
Rome, Moscow and Calcutta.
Wo must not lot any SST fly over this country - that
we can do. If at all possible, we must not let it fly at
all, this ill-conceived plane that can help so few and
can hurt so many .
Jim Merrick
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,v Patience Stoddard and Peggy Horrigan
Every student knows the feeling of sitting in a class
slowly drumming his fingers against his desk , doodling and watching-the clock slowly ticking out the remaining minutes of class. There is probably no greater frustration than Waving to endure a course taught
by an unexciting, - uninspiring professor. If this lack
of vitality were counteracted by an extraordinary
knowledge of the subject matter and/or a considerable
amount |qf publications or research , t he n one c ould a t
least justify the situation in some manner (although
this ce rtainly does nothing to make the clock tick
faster). But even this is not always the case. If the
professor is new, his ineffectiveness may be du e to
inexperience; if not, the. college always has the option
of not rehiring him. But what of the tenured professor?
In this case, dismissal is virtually impossible, and
you can be assured of many succeeding fellow-sufferers. Just one experience such as this is sufficient to
of a policy as rigid
prompt one to question the validity
¦' ; ¦
*
tenure.
of
as that
• \ out
of 19th century
grew
titution
of
tenure
ins
The
formalized
at the
becoming
the
tradition
America,
college level by the American Association of University Professors '. 1940 Statement of Principles which
has since served as a guideline for tenure policies at
most institutions of higher education throughout the
country. In accordance with these principles the ten ure policy of Colby is basically that at the end of a
probationary period of 6 years, a decision based upon
recommendation of the departmen t chairman is made
whether or not to tenure a professor. In addition to
the department chairman, this process involves approval by the full tenured professors , the president ,
and finally, the Board of Trustees.
The basic purposes of this policy are "(1) freedom
of teaching and research and of extramural activities,
and (2) a sufficient degree of economic security to make
the profession attractive to men and women of ability.
As regards the second point, the teaching profession
has always been burdened by insufficient salaries —
salaries which are much lower with respect to the
amount of preparation and social service rendered
than almost any other profession. Tenure has been
used as one way of compensating for this inadequacy.
The stability which the tenure system insures tends
to attract competent people who might otherwise go
into business or some other occupation. However , this
motive is less applicable on the college level than at
other levels and is definitely secondary to the primary
purpose of tenure -— the protection of academic freedom.
It is evident that some provision for academic freedom is necessary because , with their position as
moral and intellectu al guides for youth , teachers with
unpopular opinions are often viewed as dangers to
society . For instance , during the McCarthy Era
(early 1950' s) schools were put under considerable
pressure to dismiss professors suspected of leftist
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by Jeff Paul
Before I ohose this album to write about , I ques- ¦
tionod some of the premises of record reviewing.
"It should be a new LP. "
"It should be by a popular or at least known artist,
"It should be on a label that is easily accessible
in tho stores. "
The following boasts none of the above characteristics.
Suni McGrath - Oh, tho name does not sound familiar to you ? Well , that's not surprising and it' s o,k.
f used to have a friend at Colby who devoured music
like myself. We always would delight in tho discovery
of a now recording artist or group, only to see him ,
hor , or thorn become pop stars , Well , such was not
tho fate of Suni McGrath.
But what about tho album? It has two immediate
drawbacks before wo even begin, First , there are ;

leanings. In this case tenure could be cited by administrator s as a justifi cation for continuing the employment of controversial professors, thus saving the institution from public censure or governmental interference.
Societal pressures are not all that a teacher may be
subject to; a clash with the administration or a department head may lead to a rapid termination of contract.
Consequently, the playing of campus politics can be one
of the main determinants of a professor ' s future. For
these and other reasons it is necessary to offer professors some definite safeguard to protect their basic
freedoms.
The question remains — is tenure the best safeguard di.it can be offered ? Or do its detrimental aspects
outweigh its benefits ? Once a man is tenured he may
be removed only under court procedure involving the
proving of moral turpitude , financial exigency, or
inco mpetence - an overwhelming consensus on the
part of his colleagues that he no longer possesses
intellectual mastery of his subject. The burden of
proof falls entirely upon the administration , the cha r ges
being diffic ult to prove at all. The case that occurs
most often falls under none of these categories - that
is, the case of classroom ineffectiveness. Most institutions have at leas t one tenured pr ofes sor who can
no longer intellectually stimulate the majority of his
students . There are methods commonly employed to
deal with this situation. A professor can be shifted to
an administrative position. If this is unsatisfasto ry,
there are particular pressures , such as failing :.o raise
hi s salary, which can be employed to dissuade that professor from remaining at the institution. However , if
these fail, the institution has no recourse but to maintain him in his teaching position. In a oase- such as this ,
it is the institution , and mor-j particularly , the students ,
who reuirt.: suffer. It is varn than an excellent professor
will lose Ms ability to inspire his studtvits , oil!; it is
all too common that a mediocre teacher becomes unable
to relate to his students - and nil too often it is ih«
mediocre teacher who is tsriurad.
Since it is much easier for i department chairman
to rely upon such evaluative criteria as scholarship,
publications , and the respect of and compatibility with
one 's fellow faculty members , the decision to tenure
(or not) is often made without much regard for stu dent opinion , concerning the professor ' s ability as
This , however, lead s
a classroom teacher.
to the creation of a feeling that-an institution of higher
education exists for the maintenance of an intellectual
elite rather than for the benefi t of the students . There
must , in our opinion , be a system of evaluation in
which all segments of the college community have a
voice. At Colby, the Constitutional Convention tried
to insure that students would have some voice in the
evaluation of their own courses , creating a framework
for the creation of student evaluation committees within
each department to work in conj unction with the deno vocals. And secondly he uses an electric guitar
sounds like a sitar on it at that.
on
¦ only one cut and it
Well , before we give up on it completely , let me tell
you a bit more about him and his album , "Cornflower
Suite. "
There are hundreds if not thousands of albums that
come out yearly that are neglected by the consumer ,
mass media, and so on. There are also a groat many
instrumental LP' s , especially guitar albums , in the
preceding category.
"The music on this record is my attempt to explore
and further the American acoustic guitar..., from
four sources: Bulgarian music for rhythmic modes
and ideas: Hindustani for subtle melodic graces and
ideas of variation ; Bartok of modal harmonies ; and
Fahey for the conception of the art. " The final comment is of particular note. Joh n Fahey is a guitarist
in a class by himself and has boon accepted and followed by a deceptively large cult of devotees despite
releasing LP' s sans vocals and spending most of his
recording career on small labels (especially his own,
Takoma).
McGrath plays 6 string acoustic and electric guitars
and twelve string guitar on two cuts. Ho Is accompanied
occasionally by bass dru m , tnblas or traps.
The titl e cut , "Cornflower Suite " is 13:05 long and
is quite a work of art. This track alono has produced
curious effects and this is another point for discussion
There is a FM rook station in Boston that played
the title out and called it "THE definitive statement
on acoustic guitar. " Mind you , tho song was played
once ovory two or three weeks. Then in mid-July tho
LP was out on tho racks in only four record stores in
Boston & Cambridge. It was being pushed as n now
LP when in fact this album is almost throe years
old. Ah , the power of tho media !

partment chairman . This evaluation is worthless,
however, unless the professors believe in students ' '
ability to justly assess their courses and their teachers
Even with a more representative evaluation system,
there still exists the problem of the rigidity tenure
imposes. If an institution tenures a large majority of
its faculty, its options for bringing in new professors
are greatly hindered. Dean Benbow noted that , in a
small school such as Colby, a contin ual influx of new
and younger professors is necessary for the intellectual stimulation of a department and to provide for a
larger, more varied body of opinion within the discipline. Also , he said that departments must have the
flexibility to alter their size as interest dictates. To
avoid the problem of an overtenured faculty, Colby
tries to limit its percentage of tenured professors, to
2/3 of the teaching facultyHoweve r, this solution too, has inheren t faults. When
an institution reaches its quota of tenuredprofessors
it may feel obliged to deny tenure to well-qualified
teachers. A similar situation occurred las t year when
Mr. Norford reached the end of his probationary
period. Despite the fact that his excellence was acknowledged by students and faculty alike, Prof. Norford was not rehired. The reason given was that the
English depart ment had over-reached its quota of
tenured professors and his speciality could be covered
by others. As a result of this decision , many people
feel that Colby lost one of its finest professors. Smaller
departments face a similar situation , since a new
professor concentrating in the same area of specialization as a tenured professor has slight chance of
being tenured , even though his teaching ability may
be superior to that of the tenured professor. The
rigidity of the present tenure system makes this sort
of situation inevitable.
The final question is whether or not there is a better system which can guarantee academic freedom as
well as lead to increased flexibility . This question was
posed to Dean Jenson who answered rather ambivalently, "I haven ' t seen anything to take its place. "
This seems to be the consensus among most educators today. However , Jenson went on to say, "There 's
always room for improvement. " Although this may
sound like an obvious statement , it is one which many
academicians and the AAU P do their best to ignore.
If an atmosphere of openness can be created on campus then an honest airing of views can take place
among students , faculty , and administration. This
would aid the administration in making decisions' concerning views of the entire qollege community . Efforts
to improve the tenure system must not stop here.
With the changing social values and the increasing
protection of civil liberties by the courts , tenure
must be continually re-evaluated so that it can both
protect academic freedom and forward the ends of
liberal education.
Part I of a Two Part Series

The album is selling fairly well now but is far
from being a commercial hit. But I would guess
that few who have hoard or bough t it have been
disappointed..
Suni McGrath is not just a song writer or another
guitarist. On "Cornflower Suite , " he combines several varied musical sources and emerges with a
piece of art.
It would be futile to try to dissect each track from
this album. Let it suffice to say that "Cornflower
Suite " is a very complete accomplishment.
As I mentioned earlier , many LP' s get overlooked
simply because they were not hyped enough . But
that is not important righ t now.
What is important is:
"Cornflower Suite "
by Suni McGrath
on Adelphi Records
51G E. Indiana Spring Drive
Silver Spring, Maryland 20901
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This week' s article on tenure gives an excellent overview of the benefits and drawbacks of
the present tenure system. There is a good
deal to be said for the article 's implications
regarding the inadequacies of the present
system. Not only Mr. Norford , but a dis turbing number, of other excellent or promising
Colby have been "non -re-hired" in the past
few years , allegedly due to tenure considerations.
The problems of evaluation and retention or
non-retention of teachers are important both
for the livelihoods of professors and for the
quality of teaching here at Colby. We feel that
a close scrutiny and possible renovation of the
tenure should be important issues at the spring
reconvention of Gon Con. If a constructive mod"It 's the Dean 's solution to unwanted pregnancies "
ification of the system is desired by the various
constituents of the college, as should be the case,
then we suggest that people start thinking now,
A Letter To The Students:
in order that no hastily-devised conclusions are
Every ear iy issue of the Echo almost ritualistically contains a statement requesting greater
reached in the spring.

As vividly shown in this week 's lead article,
the Platonic ideal of a liberal arts community
of scholars does not always work out in practice. The behavior of the members of DKE
fraternity towards the transfe r students reflects
a narrowness of mind that everyone had hoped
had disappeared from the campus with the passing of the fifties , or at the very least with the
disappearance of the panty-raid.
The only positive aspect of the incident was
that it pointed up how well other fraternities,
such as ATO or Tau Delt have adjusted to the
times. The DKE incident is especially unfortunate in th at , by their stupid and ju venile behavior , the brothers are only hurting their own
fraternity . Unless the house is full, the fraternity will have to pay the college compensation
for each unoccupied bed. Obviously, such a situation could very quickly bankrupt the house.
The brothers of DKE , so concerned about the
identity of their hous e, may, if they do not change
their ways, find themselves without a house at
all. Finances and value judgements aside, those
in charge of housing should be more aware of
the situations into which they are moving students.

feedback and participation in the newspaper. The
statement, however, often seems to go unheeded,
and bears repeating. In order to function effectively as a student newspaper, the ECHO needs a wide
range of participation by all segments of the college community: students, faculty, and administration. We are always in need of more writers,
and we invite anyone, anytime, to drop into the
ECHO office in Roberts Union, or contact one of
the editors.
Perfect objectivity , like the Holy Grail, is
sought but never found. The ECHO will always
endeavor, however, to be fair. Whenever possible,
we will present both sides of an issue. If anyone
feels that another side of an issue needs to be told ,
then articles and letters in response are not only
accepted , but eagerly solicited. We shall likewise
separate news articles from opinion articles, and
shall label opinion as such.
The following may sound ridiculously obvious, but the only way the editors can find out
if an article or policy is unpopular is if they are
told. In the past year especially, the number of
letters to the editor has been pitifully small. The
ideal response is, of course, that of writing for
the ECHO oneself. Articles will never be accepted
or rejected on the basis of the political orientation of the writer. What is required , however, is
a certain skill in writing and coherence of thought
Oh, by the way, if you happen to like the
ECHO it wouldn't hurt to tell us that , either.
The Editors
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by Steven Ma r ks

In the final issue of the Echo las t spring, Sara Glickman published an article
entitled "Sex at Colby, " which was based on data she had collected that January
from 60 retu rned questionnaires out of 100 randomly chosen Colby upperclass
women. I believe that her findings were significant enough to be brough t to the
attention of the Colby public another time. Among her conclusions were the
following: '
When asked, "when do you think premarital sexual intercourse is justified regarding college women?" 58% indicated that "being in love " was the decisive factor , not specific plans for marriage; 17% said it was justified when a couple is
physically attracted , but not necessarily "in love "; and another 15% indicated
that a couple should be engaged or committed to be married. About 1 1/2 % said
a coupl e should wait until after marriage.
When asked , "How important do you think it is for a single female at Colby to
be protected against getting pregnant if she is having intercourse?" 95% answered
"Very important. "
When ask ed , "Do you (or have you been) involved in a premarital sexual intercours e relationship?" 63% answered "yes" (56% are planning to again). Another
13% indicated that they probably would before leaving Colby , and 20% said , "No.
I do n "t intend to. "
When those who do have intercourse were asked what types of contraceptives
(if any) they use, 12% said "none ", 27% said "a ' natural ' method like rhythm or
withdrawal , " 21% said "HE uses a condom , " 12% use jelly, cream or foam , 6%
use a diaphram , and 55% use birth control pills. However, at least 15% of these
girls used their female contraceptives "sometimes " or "almost always ".
When all the girls were asked why they thought Colby girls who were having
intercourse and not using a reliable female contraceptive were doing so, 40%
of the answers checked "they are afraid or embarassed to see a doctor ", 17%
were, "they are not very well informed about female contraceptives , " and another
40% said , "they can 't get reliable female contraceptives easily. "
When all the girls were asked "how difficult is it for a single Colby girl without
marriage intentions to get birth control pills from the college doctor? " 53% said
they did not know, but out of those who indicated knowledge along these lines
(the other 47%) , one-fifth said "fairly difficult" and four-fifths said "extremely
difficult. " no one indicated that it was easy.
And , when asked , "Do you think there ought to be some service at or near
Colby where birth control pills and devices would be given easily to female
students , who ask for them (after a routine medical check-up)?" 1% had no
opinion , 1% said "definetely not", 13% said , "I wouldn 't mind , " and 80% said
"definetely, yes. "
And , . finally, when asked , "If such a service were made available to Colby
women , what would be the chances that you would use it? " 13% said "nil" (some
indicating that they already had the pill, thank you) , 26% said there would be
a "slight chance ", 15% said there would be a "fairly good chance ", and 40% said
there would be a "very good chance ".
There is nothing particularly odd about Colby women. Sara Glickman ' s findings
do show a somewhat larger incidence of premarital coitus amongst women here
than has been reported at other colleges by professional sociologists , but I suspect that the reason is because there were no freshman in her sample , not because
the incidence is significantly higher here than elsewhere.
For the record , one recent study of 688 college girls from 21 colleges in the
U.S. found that 43% had had premarital coitus. Another study of both undergraduates and graduates at the University of Colorado found a non-virgin rate of 56% ,
A third study revealed percentages of 41 and 44 for females who were enrolled
in successive semesters of a psychology class at the Univ. of Colorado. A fourth
study , published over throe years ago, found a non-virgin rate of 29% of 115 female
college students in Georgia', whore , presumably, attitudes about female premarita l
sex t end to be far less permissive than thoy are In the Northeast.
I am neither condoning nor condemning premarital coitus for college women.
I would merely suggest that given its high incidence , it would seem that the
college can either acknowledge its own capacity to enhance the mental and physical
health of its students In this area as In others , or it can act as if peoplo who havo
premarital coitus aro suddenl y '' private persons " and have nothing to do with thorn.
Or , of course , it can protond that tne phenomenon simply does not oxist , in spite
of the data presented horo.
Sara Glickman ' s data show very clearly that most women who desire fomale
contraceptives perceive it as "extremely difficult " to get them through the collogo
health service, Therefore , if tho college does have any facility for dealing with
this matter (or knows of ono outside), it might make every effort to publicize
exactly what it is and what the conditions aro of its use , porhaps through a statement in tho Echo . If it neither has nor knows of any such facility , it might endeavo r to establish ono , taking oaro that any woman who sooks to uso it can do
so wi thout embarrassment and without boing compelled to account for horsolf in
any way. The alternative is a continued h igh number of unwanted pregnancies and
no doubt an cvon higher number of "scares ", with all tho attendant psychological
trauma in cither case,
I do not moan to stop on anyone ' s toes or to assign responsibility for this situation to any person or office In particular. I can well appreciate tho complexities
Involved - legal , moral and other - In making policy on such matters , but I do
think that there must bo soma realistic solution that could improve tho current
situation, In tho meantime , male contraceptives arc obviously ono such solution
In tho absenco of female contraceptives.

By Bill Rouhana

The last time you ate in Dana Hall (God forbid!) you may have noticed that on
the end towards Runnal 's Hill there were alot of wierd looking people sitting
together. I fyou were extremely perceptive (or even just barely interested) you
probably noticed that they were Black people. Then you carefully spotted your
friends and moved over towards the library side of the dining hall to grumble
unmercifully about the food. The thought never crossed your mind to go over
and sit in the Black section. The BLACK SECTION! Who could have imagine it at a northern institution housing many liberal whites there is a black section?
If you have n ' t been to Dana lately don ' t panic. Gary Wilson 's boys ha ven 't put up
a sign saying "Blacks sit here " - in fact if you asked him if he knew all the Black
students sat together he certainly wouldn 't sa3>- yes. Yet , the Black studen t s a r e
isolated in Dana when they eat. . . and it' s your fault. The next time you walk into a classroom in which there is a Black student notice the fact that he tends to
be surrounded by empty seats. Of coux'se the next time you walk into a class with
this in mind you probably won ' t notice that the Black students are isolated because
they 'll probab ly be su rrounded by studen t s who 've read this column. How many
Black students do you know ? Okay you don 't know them by name; how about by
sight? How many do you say hello to as you pass them on Dana path ? Okay,
okay, they haven ' t spoken to you yet and you ' re not the pushy type. Do you know
how many Black students there are on this campus ? What did the report of the
Trustee Equal Opportunity Committe (which the Board accepted) say ? So you
know the answer to a couple of these, now you feel better , right ? I hope not!
The r e ' s a problem developing on this campus - it' s a problem closely tied to an
old on e we 've had , racism. The new problem is separatism. It is your responsible"y to do something about it. Just try to picture yourself in a community of
1400Blacks and only 50 whites - how would you feel. Would you mix with the Blacks ?
You p r obably wou ldn ' t! So I guess it' s obvious to you now that it' s your du ty to
go out and meet Black students .
FOR BLACKS ONLY
When you sit down in Dana and there are only Black stu dents around you at
your table don 't you feel strange? I mean aside from the fact that you feel strange
being a Black student at Colby College. You walk into your classroom and there
is an empty seat. You are early today. As the students come in (they are all
white) they all seem to sit several rows or seats away from you. You realize
that in most cases this is not a conscious act on the part of the white students ,
you know that it' s just another classic example of how ingrained White racism is
Yet, you pick your roomates and they are Black. You sit down at the all Black
Dana table. Aren 't you responsible for the fact that the White students at Colby
don 't ever have a hope of being shocked out of their complacent racist world ?
No , not you. It' s not your job. You 're different from the white guy over there.
He goes to Japan for Jan Plan and Spring vacation when the best you can hope
for is New York City , (and that's probably home to you if you 're a freshman
this year) Yet , aren 't you here because you think this is a road for you to the se
curity and plenty of our white society for you and your people ? But how can you
expect to make a difference in the white controlled American world if you don 't
ever get it across to your white peers that you are a human being? After all youi
white brother is here to be sensitized isn 't he? So, go and sensitize him ! Make
him realize that he is just like you even though simultaneousl y yo u 're both very
different. After all if you work real hard at it in four years the forty or so of
you Blacks on campus can probably make ABSOLUTELY NO DIFFERENCE in
Colby 's racial stratification . Yet , if Colby ever meets its responsibility to its
society and brings a truly viable Black community here you at least won 't have
set a negative precedent for the new Black students by showing them that at
Colby Blacks are separate from Whites. So, it's probably obvious to you now ,
that as a concerned Black student at Colby, you ' ve got to stop eating with the
people who 've become you 're friends , and start eating with the White students
that you don 't know. The eating and associating with them , although hard at
first , will eventually become easier as the Whites become conscious of your
existence here.
YOU CAN BOTH REA D THIS PART
Now that both Blacks and Whites have rend tho "For Blacks Only " and "For
White Only " sections there is one which you 're all suppos ed to road. This secton is the serious one. There is a problem at Colby involving racial separation.
From the poin t of view of the Blacks it' s impossible not to moot and be influenced
by White students just by the vory nature of this place. From the point of view of
Whites it' s hard not to let the Black students go off by themselves and be separate,
Yet , if tho number of Black students gets larger ( and I hope it will) without a
change in thiskind of separate world existence Colby will bocomo as tense and
unfortunately as disgusting as the real world around us. (I wouldn 't mind tho
tension if I didn 't think tho horrors of reality would como with it.). A place of
learning can bo destroyed that way. And though Colby noods to change , it shouldn 't ,
bo destroyed. ) The sheer weight of numbers would create two vory distinct and
vory visible campuses. Thus , for moro Black students to havo a positive effect ,
thon something has to change. Tho only answer I can think of has to do with both
Black and White racial consciousness. Someone has to start a communication
between Colby Blacks and Whites that can bo real. For II it is ronl communication
it will not only bo meaningfu l but truthfu l as well. I am a Whlto student so tho
only peop lo I rightfull y can ask to think about this problem aro the White students
Yet , I' m asking tho Black students to think about it too. Consciousness alone
will novor solve tho problem. Only action can do that. But hero at Colby lot' s
tako a losson from a struggling America and not do it their way. America as
usual has acted first in, the racial situation and gotten around to'trying to change
pooplo ' s thoughts (tho necessary prerequisite for successfu l action) afterward.
I'm not saying that you whould go out and bocomo Colby 's savior. What 1 inn
saying is that It is everyone ' s responsibility to try to become conscious about
our problem. I know a plan for consciousness won 't oven touch tho deeply rooted
racist (and I know a few of thoso) but tho person who has taogu 'n lo bd sensitive
to his follow man horo may begin to beat his racism this wi\y. Imnko no claims
about mysolf. This article is my exorcise in becoming moro conscious about
something that bothers mo. I wolcomo sorioiiH comments,
:•'
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they 're teaching, most of them ... they seem to have
The freshmen have been here for over two weeks
now, just long enough for a few firs t impressions of 'ja lot of experience to give you if you want to put time
Colby College to register. What follows is a perfectly :into it.
random list of:freshman remarks and -freshman faces.
- These interviews are not intended to prove any
Steven Margulis - I expected a really vital student .
point , as their selection was based on interest - value llody, and a cooperative administration, a small school
only. Nevertheless a good proportion of them seem
\vith the sort of greenhouse effect of intellectu al stimhappy here. A Follow-up article a year from now will tilation, you know what I mean ? and I came here and I
be of great interest.
\tiund a lot of people who weren 't intellectual; I found
Q. - You 've been here two weeks, what are your
ii lot of people still in their shells; I was disappointed
initial reactions to Colby ?
\j ecause I found an administration that is really cautious,
^s a result the whole school lacks any sort of dynamic
Ellen - "don't take my picture, please! Oh I don 't
Irive in any one direction. Its sort of like middle - Amerknow, its getting better , I guess... I didn 't like it at .
caisli. But I've met some really great faculty members
the beginning, I guess until you get to know a lot of
great minds.
people fairly well its kind of hard. .if. . you 're used *' .. some really great teachers and really
.
can
t
really
complain.
'
to having a lot of friends around at home (he 's making
me nervous...) [to the photographer] I know a lot of
Alison Reynolds - My feeling is highly personal...
people to say hello t o, but none to TALK to. Now,
I feel a lot happier because I've found good people. But
though , I'm getting to know a lot of people better. The being alone is great too - the hills, the arboretium...
people at home seem to be a lot more freaky.
walking, its all highly inspirational and great. I'm here
to settle myself, to learn more. The professors are
Debbie Thomas - Part of the experience of going to all very sincere , but maybe a little bit cold. But they
college is, like meeting a lot of people, and I think its seem happy, enjoying what they 're doing... Colby is
a lot easier at a small school. Most of the people are such a Utopia ! for four years we'll all live together ...
pretty friendly, the only thing that I find I don 't like is but this doesn 't prepare us for anything, does it? The
there 's an awful lot of intellectual people running aroun ^ real world is so vague ...
and those people tend to be the least friendly . It seems
So fa r, I r eally like the dean of students ; he 's b e en
like a lot of the people who go here are awfully caught so helpful.
up in the fact that they 've been selec ted to co m e he r e
because they can lea r n , ins tead of the fact that they
Mary- Liz Moynihan - "I love it! I think its great ...
have the oppor tunity to really learn. I'd call it snobbery ' I think all the people are friendly, I' m r eally happy
maybe. From what I've seen, I' m really impressed by with my instructors, and I' ve really enjoyed it! (about
the faculty - they seem to be really interested in what cos t) I'm not worried about it , but my parents are "
other sources of funds , imploring Powder and Wig to never again show up with
a budget three times that of the previous
yea r , and discussing the issue of whether
we should have five, seven, or nine basketball cheerleaders. In any event, you
can be sure that the members of this
by Rick Gawthrop
committee are not exactly the most popular people on Mayflower Hill.
hi last week's column , I tried to give
A Stu-G committee whose work is
an overview of the committee system:
somewhat
better known on campus is^the
its structure, problems , and prospects
Social
Life
Committee, which , of course,
for this year. I did, however, omit a g
sets
up,
publicizes
, and supervises the
group of committees , which while fitting
various
popular
concerts
given at Colby.
at best indirectly into the broader deciThe
Social
Life
Chairman
has a thankless .
sion-making process described last week,
job.
From
experience
,
he
knows it is
nevertheless serve , an importan t purpose.
- than three
very
difficult
to
attract
more
These are the Student Government comhundred Colby students to any one concert
mittees - namely , the Treasurer ' s Com Therefore he must rely on high school
mittee, the Academic Life Committee,
students
from Waterville and students
and the Social Life Committee - which do
from
the
other Maine colleges if he is
most of the work that underlies Student
to
attract
a respectable crowd. Evem if
Government' s most basic functions .
he
can
think
of a group that appeals to
The Treasurer 's Committee, for exall
parties,
the
Social Life Chairman
ample, has to review all Student Governthen
has
to
hassle
with the often incredment appropriations before their presenibly
obnoxious
agents
and managers of
tation to the body as a whole. These appro
these
groups
over
price
and dates. Finpriations fall into several categories.
ally,
after
he
has
the.group
landed and
Firs t there are the working budgets of
the
date
fixed
,
he
still
has
to
attend to
$G , 000 each for the Academic Life Comsuch
details
as
publicity,
ticket
sales,
mittee and the Social Life Committee,
obtaining
counterfeit-proof
tickets
, setOut of these working budgets those comting
up
in
the
field
house,
and
collecting
mittees sponsor as many lectures and
money.
concerts as possible until they use of
Unlike the Treasurer ' s Committee
their working budget. Then there are
and
the Social Life Committee, the Acasome other fixed items like the debt left
demic
Life Committee of Stu-G has not
over from last year and the Stu-G operone
major
function , but several. Righ t
ating budget of $10, 000 which covers
for
instance
, the Committee is connow,special events that come up during the
centrating
on
interviewing
student candicourse of the year.
dates
for
college
committee
positions.
The bulk of the committee ' s work conAfter
the
one
hundred
or
more
interviews
sists of taking what is left from the ori,
are
completed
the
committee
then
has
ginal $60 , 000 that Student Government
to
nominate
two
or
three
students
for
receives each year and equitably distrieach committee opening, with tho final
buting it among tho approximately twenty- '
selections
being made by a vote of the
one student organizations on campus. Neednowly-olectod
Student Government body.
loss to say the requests from the campus
The
Academic
Life Committee also,
organizations , which include such groups
it'
s
namo
implies
, advises Stu-G on
as
as SOBU , tho Echo, WMHB , and the Oracle,
matters,
academic,
hi
light of the continalways oxcood the amount of money avail,
uing
controversy
over
the graduation reable , and therefore tho committee spends
quirements,
and
considering
tho roki
most of Its time laboriously quibbling with
'
Student
Government
has
so
far
plnyod
tho loaders of the various groups over
in
thnt
controversy,
it
is
probable
that
such things as the cost of taking a car
this
advisory
rolo
will
be
more
than
a
load of five cheerleaders down and back
mex'ely
nominal
ono.
Still
another
acato a basketball game at Bowdoin. Somo
demic concern of the committee is the
of the other things this committee does
compilation of a course critique of this
in tho process of reconciling tho money
fall
's courses for use as a guide to stuavailable with tho demands made of it
dents
and as nn aid for evaluating their
include suggesting ways to mnko cheaper
courses,
own
posters , persuading people to "tr y " to find
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by Deborah Christensen
Before I make any mistakes in this
week ' s Stu-G report , let me correct
the ones I made in last week' s (I did n 't
ask for this job so please bear with me!).
Leslie Fiedler will be at Colby on October 7, NOT October 22 as reported last
week. On October 22, however, Dick
Gregory will be here; I trust you know
who he is so I won 't elaborate. I did
report correctly that John Sack will be
here on Decembers, but , as you can see,
his name is Sack not Sale. I don 't know
where I ever picked that one up.
One last item. Bill Mayaka did not
propose that the position of business
manager be created to assist him. In
fact , at this week' s meeting, he voiced
his disapproval of the recommendation ,
saying that he felt he could depend on the
treasurer 's committee to help him with
any overload , Tho matter was dropped
for the time boing.
And now on to the tru th and nothing
but the truth I hope. ... ' *
Election of Stu-G representatives and
two students to tho board of trustees will
bo hold this Wednesday, October 4, outside tho Spa. Stu-G is what you make it
and ditto the board of trustees (wo can
try ) so please got out and vote.
Tho main discussion at this week's
mooting centered around recommendations
to tho educational policy committee 's now
subcommittee on graduation requirements,
Colby presently requires n minimum of
10G credit hours and a 2. 0 average for
graduation. Thoro is dissatisfaction among
several faculty members with this "wateroi
down " requirement although n motion to
push tho number pf credit hours back up

to 120 was defeated at a faculty meeting
last spring. The dissatisfaction still
remains , however, and EPC has formed
a sub-committee to study the matter and
recommend alternatives to the present
system.
Stu-G members seemed to agree that
the present 105 hours is acceptable as
a minimum requirement but that extra
requirement might be acceptable if they
were other than an increase in grade d
courses.
Several members felt that the so-called failure of the present system was
due to apathetic faculty advisors who
okay students ' selection of courses with
little or no consideration of students ' needs
Freshman advisorsa
Freshman advisors at the meeting said
that many freshmen do not realize that
the 105 required hours are only the minimum , not the recommended number of
hours for graduation.
Pros. Hogan brought up the possibility
of either a UG or 105 credit hour require ment for graded courses , the remaining
hours to be fulfilled with pass/fail courses
or some form of independent study, bringing the total number of hours up to 120.
Anno O'Hanian suggested that student
government positions (elected officers),
editorships on tho Echo and other similar positions might also carry credits
toward tho remaining hours. Thoro was
general disapproval , however , at the
idea of returning to the previous 120
credit hour system.
This discussion took placo in an Informal session after tho regular mooting.
All meetings , whether formal or informal
aro open to everyone, and I hope, anyone
who is interested will attend any nnd all
meetings to voice his opinion about any
issues boing discussed. Again , Stu-G
is what you make it , and it eon only serve
you If it knows what you want. Bo seeing
you.
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Happy , Grumpy , Dopey,
Sleepy, Sneezy, Doc and Bashful have started, a new sport
•around Colby .... one clock
radio , two T.V.s, two rugs, two
stereos , two bicycles, two J. Geils
tickets , arid a refrigerator. Watch
out for those elfs, stuff your
doorjam and lock your door.
You too can be ripped off.
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snowbank
STERNS SKI SHOP IS NOW OPEN
CHOCK FULL OF ALL THE MOST
WANTED FAMOUS LABEL SKI AND
ACTION CLOTHES FOR WINTER PEOPLE
*SPORTC ASTER
*ASPEN
*PROFILE
*DUCKSTER
*DEMETRE
*SKAIVE
*MONTANT
*BONN IE BELL
*CONROY
*AR1S
*WIGWAM
*DUOGOLD
J. M. RUBIN

F^
mkJIU&KU
^

FOR MEN AND WOM EN
Jackets , parkas , sweaters , warm-up
pants - jersey s - gloves- over the boot
pants headgear - wind shirts - long jo hns
snowmobile wuits - insulated bibbed
overalls - accesories
Our sales personnel are expert skiers
thoroughly trained to assist you in making the correct selection.
Film Showing . - in color The Alberg
Kandahar and 1971 World Cup Races
¦¦¦ taken at
Maine ' s Sugar loaf Mt. This
45 -. Minute , film will be shown continuously every day in the SNOWBA N K

, lowe r level
%

H
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Big Brother-Big Sister Program: All persons who have
signed up for the program
please see Gary Vercill in the
Head Resident ' s apartm ent in
Foss-Woodman before Tuesday
Oct. 5, Ext. 247.
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Last momth the Waterville Food Buying
Club became incorporated under the new
name of North Kennebec Valley Wholesale
Buyers, Inc ., in order to allow a wide buying
range, rather than sticking exclusively to food,
food. Members who pay their 5.00/6 months
receive a card which entitles them to discounts at local stores that negotiate with N.
K. V., etc. An agreement is presently being
made for purchasing range and fuel oil at a .
discount, with discounts in meats, furniture ,
clothing and appliances being looked into.
Those wishing j ust to purchase food pay one
dollar per month.
Food is usually sold at prices lower than
store price, although according to About
Face there are certain items sold in chain
stores at a loss from time to time, the loss
being made up for in other price mark-ups.
The corporation is looking for a permanent
location in order to carry a larger selection of
items, and also to establish a Consumer Af- ¦
fairs Center, to provide consumer education
and counseling and possibly legal assistance
for problems requiring an attorneys advice.
(Portland office of Pine Tree Legal Assistance
and Boston Regional office of Legal Assistance expressing interest) A proposal for
assistance along these lines- has been presented to the local Community Action Council.
One off-campus Colby group is currently
seeking membership, and as the meeting was
on Mon., the 27th, they probably have become members. They being especially interested in lower food and fuel costs.
For information contact:
Lee Sylvain - president 873-1429
Roger Rodrique - advisor 872-7608
Nancy Harrington - advisor 873-0862

Weaving, pottery, macrame , woodworking, batik , Indian basketry - these are a few of
the many handcrafting techniques that will
be represented at the CRAFTS AUCTION on
Saturday , October 9 (Parents' Weekend).
Professional and amateur craftsmen , most of
them from Maine, are planning to submit
their work for sale at this event being sponsored by the Friends of Art at Colby.
The Friends of Art , as its name suggests, is
an organization of several hundred people interested in helping Colby!s art museum and
museum projects. The annual membership
fee of ten dollars, plus other special gifts ,
make possible the various exhibitions and
other art related programs held throughout
the year. In return , a member receives notices
of upcoming events, invitations to openings
and other benefits.
However, participation in the Friends of
Art is n't all carried on by checkbook. The
Advisory Council members, whose names
comprise a kind of WHO'S WHO in the art
world, exhibited portions of their private
collections in the museum gallery during
August and September. The local steering
committee, which includes both Colby and
non-Colby affiliated people , organizes proj ects to help Colby's museum fulfill its potential as a museum for all of central Maine.
One such project involves museum tours
for children. Groups from many communities around Waterville come to Colby to
view special exhibits and learn more about
art theory and techniques. Guides for these
tours, after receiving informal training from
Hugh Gourley , museum curator , spend a
couple of hours every few weeks keeping one
step ahead of chilfren's questions and comments on art. More guides are needed , and
interested volunteers should contact the
museum office for further information.
The upcoming auction is one of the fundraising projects run by local Friends of Art
members, Craftsmen whose work is sold
will receive two-thirds of the selling price pro
vided that price is above an acceptable minimum set earlier by the craftsman. Robert
Foster, a professional auctioneer who is himself a craftsman, will start at 12:30 on Saturday afternoon in Given Auditorium. Everyone is invited to come for all or part of the
afternoon to bid , buy, or just look.
Anyone wishing to sell craft items (sorry
no paintings) at the auction is encouraged to
call the art department office (ext. 215).
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205 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , MAIN E 04901
(In Post Office Square)
Agents for all Youth Tickets to U.S.
or Europe
Call for Details
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PHONE 207 - 873-0755
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR SERVICES

FIEDLER
Realizing the importance of having guest
speakers on the Colby campus, the; Academic
Life Committee, chaired by Anne O'Haniah,
is planning a formal lecture series. The series
includes John Sak, a reporter for Esquire who
is scheduled to come in December, an uricensored movie -concerning life in Russia to
be shown in early November and Dick Gregory who will speak on October 22. The
first speaker of the series will be Leslie Fiedler
who will speak at Runnals Union on Oct. 7
at 7:30. There will be a one dollar admission.
Distinguished as an outstanding author of
poetry, fiction and literary criticism, Dr.
Fiedler has received numerous awards and
honors. He has been member of the Woodrow Wilson Committee of Regions XII and
III, an Associate Editor of Ramparts and The
Running Man and a Junior Fellow in the
School of Letters. Recognizing his genius in
the field liter a tu re, he was awarded the Kenyon Review Fellowship in Criticism, a Rockerfeller Fellowship, twO Fulbright Fellowships and an award by the National Institute
of Arts and Letters for "ex cellence in creative
writing.
Presently a professor of English at the
State University of New York at Buffalo, he
received his bachelor of arts degree from New
York University and his M.A. and Ph.D. at
the University of Wisconsin. He has taught
and lectured at various schools including
the University of Bologna , Rome, Athens
Venice, Sussex, Princeton and Columbia.

John P. Roderick, Tokyo-based correspondent for the Associated Press and one of
three journalists to accompany the U.S. table
tennis team to Peking, Shanghai and Canton
last spring, will speak at Colby College here
October 14.
Roderick's 8 P.M. address will be the
highlight of a program honoring undergraduates who have been selected Charles A.
Dana and J. Seelye Bixler scholars.
A native of Waterville, Roderick graduated from Colby in 1936 and in 1966 was
awarded an honorary doctor of humane
letters degree by the college.

SENIORS
Deadline for submitting applications for the Watson Fellowships ($6, 000 for a wanderj ahr abroad) is Oct. 4. Seniors
should pick up and return completed applications in 110 Lovejoy.
WARMTH is putting together a small
funk rnimeo (how many syllables, mimeo?)
magazine , untitled as of yet. We are trying
to combine writing ot members of the Colby
community (students , faculty , anyone) with
the talents of some better known w,ho will
hopefully be visiting Colby in the near future
We really need good poetry articles , essays,
drawings , or write about something that you
have special knowledge or interest'in. Submit those to: Gary Lawless, 3 Pepper (Dand
mailroom).

Freshmen and Sophomores may pick
up Jan Plan prospectuses from their faculty
advisors on Monday , September 28. The
selection sheets are to be returned to the
advisors by Friday, October 15.
Students interested in volunteer work with
pre-school children should call Pat Tuthill at
the Waterville Day-Care center 873-0388

GOOD FOOD
GOOD PEOPLE
- GREA T BEER ;
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His articles, written in Spanish , I talian,
French, Swe di sh , German, English, Polish
and Serbo-Croatin, have appeared in periodicals ranging from Kenyon Review and Partisan Review to Encounter, Der Monat and
Prevues. Some of his most interesting books
are Bein g Busted an d Love an d D eath in the
American Novel which concerns the obsession
with in cest , homosexuality, and dea th by
American writers. His other works include
Waitingfor t he En d, The Lost Jew in America, The Return of the Vanishing American
and Nude Croquet and Other Stories. One
sle
might find it int eresting t o read s ome Lei
Fiedler 's writings before his speech on October 7. The college bookstore has copies of
Waiting for t he En d, Love and De ath in t he
American Novel and Being Busted.
As the Academic Life Committee presents
its first lecture of their 1971 series, you are
cordially invited to hear a speaker who promises to be interesting and entertaining.

The FORD FOUNDATION announces
three advanced study fellowships for the
academic year 1972-1973. The three fellowships are open to (I) Black Americans, (2)
Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans, (3)
Puerto Ricans. Each fellowship will support
graduate study for one year. Instructions and
applications can be secured from the Ford
Foundation , 320 East 43rd St., New York ,
N. Y .
Oct. 1 - 7:30 P.M. - Sunday Cinema Spellbound (Hitchcock) - Lovejoy
Auditorium
Oct. 2 - 8:30 - Student Government J. Geils and John Hammond - Wadsworth Gymnasium. ($3.50 - tickets
at Mr. Zacamy 's office)

WINE , BEER , SANDWICHES
MONDAY TO SATUR DAY
I
I
1

11:00 a. m. - 1:00 a. m.
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Waterbeds a rip-off In your town? Stralgtuarrow Waterbeds are guaranteed In .writing for five
years and are made of 20 mil Union Carbide vinyl with electronic seals' . All orders are
shipped the same day they are received . Twins Just $14.95 . queens and kings Just $16.95.
A foam pad is a definite necessity to Insulate , and n safety liner will protect 'he floors .
If you buy both wit h s k tnq-size bed (G 1/2x7 1/2) the total kit is only $26.9S . Twin kit complete just $22.95. Send orders to Stralghtarrow Waterbeds 4600 N.V7. Cornell Rd. Portland
Oregon 97210. You pay postman for postage (modest fee) or ask for your order c.o.d.
Fpcts: over 400 , 000 waterbeds In use. They 'r e safe on a n y floo r , even upstairs pparlniumr
and older houses. They take about an hour to fill uslr.g an ordinary garden hose . To d r^in
Just siphon the waUir out again. Stralghtarrow Wstei'toiiii ore in usr- hi hiifi 'liirds .- , '. \- i.: v.>- 'i
and there has nevt:r l)C"r, a rnponoo leak or deforUlw ln«! yoi Givi' It •> try I

NORM

Pizza by Norm
Tel. 2-2400
Sandwiches-Dagwoods
Free Delivery
Open 6 days
11 a. m. -midnite
Sun. & Holidays
4 p.m. -11 p. m.
Eat in or Take Out
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Cana an House

1
| 129 Main Street
!
I Waterville , Ma ine
I
I
NOW ON SPECIAL
|
II
Studio Ones
jI Regular $4. 00
I
Now $1. 50
II

ya rd goods center

Oct. 3 - 6:30 P.M. - Meeting - International Relations Club - Dunn Lounge
7:30 P.M . - Sunday Cinema - Spellbound (Hitchcock) - Lovejoy Aud.
Oct. 4 - 7:00 P.M. - Rehearsal - Orchestra - Bixler Center 8:00 P.M. - Danforth Lecture - Nicholas Goncharoff ,
director of the International Education and Cultural Affairs for the
National Board of YMCAs - "The
Wholeness of Man In a Divided
World" . In two informal class meetings, he will discuss "A Russian View
of American History " and "Twentieth-Century Russian Drama and
Poetry." Dr, Goncharoff was born
in Kiev, Russia. While a student at
the University of Odessa , he was
drafted and served in the Soviet
Army as a tank commander during
Worl d War II. He received his Ph.D.
degree in philosophy and history
from the University of Munich in
1952. He has done some parttime
work in International Law and Inter
national Relations at Columbia Univ
crsity and he lias attended the New
School for Social Research and University of Maine for special courses
in Social and Behaviorial Sciences.
Given Auditorium.

THE CONCOURSE
BASEMENT BEAUTY
SALON

Don 't miss the J. Geils & John Hammond
concert.

SIj

Your one stop shop for fabrics
and knitting needs .

i
\
¦

Burlap— All Colors
Ideal for your private room

I DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
, _JL_
;
.
:
Oct. 7 - 7 : 3 0 P .M. Student Government Lecture - Leslie Fiedler Runnals Gymnasium
Oct. 8 - Upperclass Parents Weekend
8:15 P .M. - Student-Faculty Debate
"Resolved; thnt the letter grade at
Colby should be replaced by the
system of pass-fail." Professor
Witham will be presiding
Given Auditorium . - Reception
following debate in Jette Gallery.

by Mike Szostak
HELP WANTED...SEVERAL
COLLEGE STUDENTS NEEDED
FOR PART TIME WORK DURING LATE AFTERNOON AND
SATURDAYS. POSITIONS AVA IL A BLE IN DEFEN SIVE
SECONDARY AND OFFENSIVE
LINE. SPEE D, AGILITY , AND
STRENGTH REQUIRED. SIZE
WOULD HELP. SOME TRAVEL
INVOLVED BUT TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED. THIS IS
SEASONAL WORK. IF INTERESTED PLEASE CONTACT
COACH DICK McGEE, COLBY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL SQUAD ,
WATERVILLE , MAIEN . 04901

QUICK KICKS....Considering
the pressure he faced , Brian played a good gamel-He completed 11
of 19 passes for 201 yards...Two
personal fouls in the third period
were damaging to the Mules. ;
They were foolish plays on the
part of the Colby defense. Mental mistakes sometimes cost more
than physical ones...Don Joseph
carried the ball four times for
24 yards: Maybe he should run
with it more often...Cone threw
to his tight end , Ron Ouellette,
once in the game. Oullette caught
seven against St. Lawrence...
Colby hits the road for three
games with an open date the
week after tomorrow 's contest.
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scrambled away from two wouldIf the above advertisment apit
is
not
meant
be-tacklers and pitched the ball
pears to be caustic,
to Joe Mattos who slanted off
to be that way - at least not 100%
But after last week's defeat at the
his right end for the touchdown.
hands of Coast Guard 24-13 perThe two point conversion attempt failed so the Mules still trailed
haps such a plea would result in
If
Colby
College
by a point.
a victory or two.
At this point in the game
is to win any football games this
the Mules had the momentum,
season, the play of the offensive
but they blew any chance of capline and the defensive secondary
as
simple
as
It's
must improve.
italizing on it. The defensive secondary collapsed , and with the
that.
Coast Guard moved the ball
aid of a 42 yard pass on a crucial
third and ten situation , Howard
well against the Mules. Senior
threw a five yard TD pass. A
quarterback Paul Howard mixed
fourth quarter field goal boosted
the
his plays enough to keep
the Cadet lead and ended the
Colby defense off balance. Early
scoring.
in the game he found Colby 's
If Saturday 's performance was
weakness and directed his attack
any indication of Colby's potentoward them.
tial Mule followers should preCoast Guard opened the scorpare themselves for a long, frusting in the first period after Brian
rating season.
Cone's first pass of the day was
Colby 's offensive line outintercepted. The Cadets drove
weighed CG by 10 pounds in
from their own 40 to the Colby
many cases, but Cone had more
3 in 12 plays. Howard pitched to
his wing back who went in for the company than he needed or want
ed on numerous occasions. If
score. Colby's offense could do
nothing and Dave Lane punted
Coast Guard had ever decided to
blitz , Brian would have been
to the CG 30. The Mules stuffed
plays,
but
Howard
running
two
counting blades of grass all afterconnected on a 43 yard bomb
noon,
which put the ball on the Colby
The defensive secondary is
sorely in need of help. One par25. Howard completed another
ticular back was beaten cleanly
third down pass for 14 yards, and
e
Ca
d
ets
u
pp
e
d
moments l ater th
four times, and not by one or
their lead to 14-0.
two steps. The Cadets were not
An illegal procedure penalty
running any complicated pass
thwarted a Colby drive, but CG
patterns either. Simple down and
fumbled the punt , and Colby had
outs , p ost p atterns , an d an occasthe ball deep in Cadet territory.
iona l f la re p ass were t h e ru le of
Cone scram bled for h is lif e twi ce, the day.
The Mule front five performbut he passed and ran his team ined respectably. The stopped the
side the CG 10. Pete Gorn i ew icz
run up the middle , b ut were b um
th en covere d t h e last nine yar d s
ed too often on the sweep an d
in three carries. Lane 's conversrunnin g plays just to the offenion b rou gh t the Mu les to w it h in
sive tac k le 's outside. If they.;had
one touch down.
put more pressure on the quarterTh e Ca d ets must have b een
b ack , Howar ds passing game
shaken by the turn of events bewoul d not h ave b een so effect ive .
cause they fum bl ed the ensu i n g
Is there any ho p e tomorrow
kickoff. Bobby O'Neill recoveragainst Tufts? Very little. Their
ed the ball , and Colby had a
scouts agreed that the easiest way
chance to make the game interto score a ga i nst Col by i s to run
company
manesting, Cone and
to the outside and pass. The Game
a ge d to reach the 19 b ef ore The
is in Medford , an d hostile fans
Cadet d efense d eci d ed t o h i t
will do little to boost the team 's
har d again. Colby 's drive sta lled ,
an d Dave Lane 's fie ld goal attem- morale
The Jumbos scored an imprept from 29 yards out was wide to
ssive 35-7 victory over Bates Sat
the right.
Colby almost tied the score in ur day so they should be flying
high for Coach Rocky Carzo,
the thir d period. A 68 yard pass
With
a squad comprised mostly
play from Cone to.Lane placed
of sophomores and juniors, the
the ball inside the CG 10. On
game shoul d b e' wide open and
thir d and goal from the 3 Cone
interesting,

MULE
KICKS

In me age of Howard Cossell and Haywood Hale
Bro wn it seems onl y natur a l that Colby 's sp ort p age
dep art slig htl y f rom the p ast. The sp ortmdn 's consciousness like that of the English majo r encomp asses a unique
way of looking at events, p eop le and things. The team,
p ractice , a ce r tain sp iri t, an entire app ro ac h, ex ist in the
game and in sp orts in general. This view, whether yo u
ha ve it or not, can be turned from the sp orts field to
many other areas in the college which one would rarely
think of in those terms. Recognizing this, Mule Kicks
will try to bring y ou, sometimes humorous and sometimes not so h u moro us, views of Colby with the coloring of the sp o r tsma n 's eye. It' s do ne as a n exp erime n t,
without intending to offend anyone. Using guest writersi
whose names you 'll occasiona lly k now, the hop e is that
We'll all find a new way of looking at some rather familiar things. Associate Dean Earl Smith agreed to do the
first one. It' s about a diffe rent typ e of team you 've
heard much about.
by Coach Earl Smith

ifl
by Bob Diamond
Once again , Colby College
campus will thrill to the excitement of IFL football . With many
of last years hungry play-off
losers thirsting for a chance at
knocking off favored reigning
champion Tau Delt , the season
promises-some hard fought action, The return of last year's
top teams virtually intact and
supported by a large group of
sophomores insures that again
this year , the competition for
the crown will be intense.
Tau Delt looms as the team to
beat this season, led by last year's
MVP and playoff superstar Rich
Fomiere and a healthy Mike
Szostak . Al Glass and Mike McGlynn , the top 1-2 combo in the
league, an d a h ost of new fac es
are ex pe ct ed to p ut u p more
than a formidable opposition to
the champions. The word at "Big
John 's" is that LCA is out for
revenge on Tau Delt also, and
the choppers just could do it.
Contr ibut in g to the LCA attac k
w ill b e quarter b ack M ike LaPenna
Jo h n Cra b tree , an d "Wild Mel"
Benson. KDR , ATO , an d Phi
Del t a pp ear to b e t h e d ar k horses
of the lea gue , each havin g a
chance to take everything. KDR
is counting heavily on all-star
Dana Fitts and a band of sophomores , whereas ATO is deep in
ex perience , with q uarterback Bob
Nelson , an d split ends Dowling
and Hattum , Phi Delt could go
either way. Their biggest problem will be replacing "Coach
of the Year " and quarterback
Lou Gordon , If they can solve
that problem they could go a
long way . Rounding out the
fraternities , DKE , PLP , an d Zete
could have some surprises, but
all have been hurt by graduation.
Not much is known yet of the
in dependent teams , but a real
sleeper could be the team headed by Kevin Higgins , with "Bullet" Bill Alfon d at quarterback.

Horace was nervous when he first came to see me about a year
ago. Because the doors to the deans' offices are always open , he
had been smiling and waving at me for a half-hour from the hallway.
I was busy dusting the latest student petition for fingerprints.
It was a request from a group in Taylor Hall who wanted to turn
the Thermopane windows of their lounge into ant farms. I finish
ed and invited him in.
"I want to try out for the team ," he said as he settled into a
chair. He was so tall that the ivy in a pot on the top of my bookcase circled down around his right ear.
s ,
"It's too late for the football team," I explained. "They come
back to practice just after commencement. "
"Not that team. Your team ."
"Oh!" I said. "If you mean the dorm staff , we hold try-outs for
that in the spring."
"I know , but I want to begin training now."
I grinned. He was big. A freshman dorm , I thought. Excellent
for a freshman dorm.
How do I make myself fit for your team, Dean?" he asked
with a poker-face.
"Practice , of course!"
"At w ha t?"
"At staying up late. Almost all night sometimes. Especially on
weekends."
"But I d o that all t he t i me ," he said proudly .
I frowned, "Yes, but you probably study."
He nodded sheepishly.
"That will never do. You 'll have to learn to study after everyone else has gone to bed. " I cou ld overlook some of hi s weakness
es. He was eager.
"What special qualities do you look for?" he asked.
I sc owle d , "Have you ever....ever broken a college rule?"
"Once ," he said sadly as the ivy dropped over one eye.
"W hen?"
"The day I came here ."
Good grief! We could never employ someone who had broken
a rule the first day, no matter how big he was.
"Come clean!" I deman ded as I slammed my fist on the top of
my desk .
"Well," he began , "I've never told anyone before."
"Out with it!" I winced from ' the pain in my fist.
"I hau led my trunk up three flights of stairs in Johnson Hall."
He gulped. "But I didn 't unload it. I read the B & G rules and
took it right back to my father 's car. It took us three hours to
un p ack , shirt by shirt , sock by .... "
Never m ind ," I interru pted with a forgiving smile . "It coul d
happen to anyone the first day , Besides, we've abolished the rule
"How good are you at answering silly questions?" I went on.
"You will havo to answer silly questions, "
"Well ," he said , "I'm really not sure .... "
"You're great!" I exclaimed . "Now , do you know whom to
see and where to go on campus for any problem?"
"But Dean ... "
"Never mind . Do you think you could close a dormitory at
n ight?"
"But Denn .,. "
"Never mind. Hav e you taken physics?"
"Physics?"

"At least a course in electricity at summer school. We're
fussy about that stuff , you know. You've got to be able to count
350 watts in any room."
"I'll learn. I promise."
The persperation from his brow was curling the leaves of my
ivy , so I ended the interview. "Come back in the spring for tryouts," I said. "If you work hard, I think you can make the Dean's
team."
"Well," he shot back as he dipped through my open door, "I
suppose a student assistant on the team shoul'd also be thoughtful , considerate, helpf ul, wise, and understanding."
"Perhaps," I replied cautiously, "but we wouldn 't h old it
against you in any case."
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Sat. , Oot. 3

OolToy Fieldhouse
|

I TioIkLots :

$3.50

I BUY WHERE YOUR
I COACHES BUY !

Golf

I

SOCCER
WIN S !

BERRY 'S STATIONERS I

Skindivin g

Tennis
Soccer
Jogging
Track
Baseball
Ping pong
Water ski is
Hot pants
High leather boots
Flares
Track shoes
Mocassins
Novelty T-shirts
Overalls
Suede j ackets
Sweat suits
Discoun t for Colby
students with ads

74 MAI N STREET

WATERVILL E

On The Concourse and Ma in Street

Joseph 's

Bob McGurn
lgan fed right inside George BourClothing & Sptg.
I
In their first outing, the Colby ikas a thru pass on the right side
soccer team played the University of the penalty area. The goalie
Goods
I
deflected Bourikas's shot but
of Maine at Orono. UM scored
Fairfield, Maine I
first at 6:20 of the first period
Peter Kraft , coming in from the
when Colby goalie Serdjenian
wing, banged the rebound in from
hobbled a shot by the UM right the left side at 8:30 of the first
wing, and Sproul , the left inside period. One minute later, it was
put the rebound in for a score .
Kraft again, This time he interJFmMm
The Colby offense was unable to cepted a pass from a Babson fullform much of an attack . The for- back , d ribbl e d i n , and scored unwards were playing kick and run assisted from the same spot on
with the ball , concentrating on
the left side.
After the first quarter , the
long volley passes, and were conMules
eased up and Babson picktained around midfield for the
ed
up
the
pace. The defense remost part. By half time , the UM
Exerythi ng In Music.
goalie had only touched the ball mained tight, however, and shut
the out opposition until the fourth
twice.
873 5823
q The second UM score came a period. Babson 's inside , Hansen ,
99
Main St.
at 47:21 in the third period when scored on a penalty kick charged
———
right wing Brown , unmarked at
on a handball by a Colby fullback
the right side of the nets, took
at 78:00 minutes. The fullback
a long pass from the left halfback line looked much better , especially
and shot from five yards out.
Paul Pape and Jon Pace, as they
OVERSEAS JOBS -Australia , Europ«
Colby 's only score came at 51:00 began running through people and
S. America , Africa , etc. StudtnU
minutes. Left Wing Bob Spurdle marked their opponents more
all pro fettiont and occupations
received a long thru pass from full effectively.
$700 to $3000 monthl y. Expeni«t
back Jan Pace. Spurdle dribbled
The fourth quarter was a wild
paid , ove rtime , iighti« *ing, ftm m
down the left side of the penalty affa ir as Babson desperately tried
infor mation. . Wr it* OVERSEAS
area and shot the ball into the
to tie but the game ended in a
RESEARCH BUREAU. Box 559I D
lower right corner.
well-deserved 2-1 victory for
SD. 92105
Brad Simpson had a good day Colby. Mark Serdjenian had 16
for the Mules , tackling well and saves to the Babson goalkeeper's
making three defensive saves.
10. Babson took 30 shots to
Goalie Serdjenian , despite the
Colby 's 12. The inequality of
score, looked like he's back in
shots in these games can partially
form as he stopped 19 shots.
32 West St.
be attributed to the type of forColby had only 5 shots to UM's mation Colby is playing. In a 4(Next to Jr . High School
34. The result; UM 2 - Colby 1, 2-4, the offense lacks the midoff May flower Hill)
Tho follwoihg Saturday, the field support of a third half-back,
Organic foods
Mules hosted Babson Institute.
Defensively, it has great advanPizza s & Italians
It was all Colby from the start , as tages over the 4-3-3 or 5-3-2 forthey dominated in ball control , mation. But as Marie Antionette
Groceries-Meat- Produce
played a tight-marking defense , once said , " " (Hang on, if I
Beer & Soda
and out-hustled Bnbson all over throw in too many cliches, they 'll
tel. 873-12387
the field. Left inside Ken Hard- start cutting my column space!).

When you know it's for keeps

)1

V^

Happily, all your special moments together will
be sy mbo lized fo rever by yo ur engage ment a nd
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake , is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is pe rfect , of superb color , and precise cut. Your
Keepsa ke Je w ele r has a se lect io n of ma ny lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers. "

CORElf

Music Center

BERNfE 'S
MARKET

...

MAI NE

j

TCe ep s gij kze '

REGISTERED

Rlnsi from $100 lo $10,000
¦

DIAMOND

RINGS

Trade M«fk Ror, A, H, Pond Co,

¦
:
"
1
HOW
TO
PLAN
YOUR
ENGAGEMENT
AND
WEDDING
I
j
¦*"

i

I Send now 20 pg, b oo klet , "Planning Your En ga gement and Wedding " plus I
I full color folder and M pg, Bride ' s Book gift o ffe r all for only 25(* .
F-71 j
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90 , S Y R A C U S E , N.Y. , 1320 ( I
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Here's a short list of things we don 't have.,..

^MHk

2. Neon Bee?? Signs that rotate

J_^wtfl___»

3. Hamburgs , French Fries & Pizza

liliw^iB

4. Pinball machines, bowling machines , pool tables
5. Bottles of Bud

SflBfiB
¦
, ' ' ¦ ' ' / ¦¦"j(f? : . '¦ .

,

6. Filthy restrooms
Friday Afternoon Club- for those who 've¦ been paying
J , b their dues all week.
.,
.
'
r,
,
Fridays 4-6

' :
„ _, ¦'.' ¦' ' , '
, T_ . '
,.
„
0
Sounds Kind of Drab, doesn 't it?

»

P.S. Here ' s something we do have:

<*»%

Jud Strunk- musician extraordinaire
Tues. , Wed. & Thurs ,
1

Admission $1, 50
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Where

